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Mahan's ready for new adventures - just as the gaming world of Barliona thought it was about to

re-enter its old comfortable rut. The winds of the Dark Forest have finally died down; Altameda has

recognized its new owner while Geranika is nursing new schemes of global destruction. Would

Mahan be happy with this predictable old life? We think not! New storylines, new monsters, new

dungeons and a new status: our High Shaman hates the daily grind! He wants a new apprentice? -

then he'd better find someone who has no right to summon Spirits. A new ship? - it's going to be

one of a kind! A new love? Well, we'll have to see, won't we?
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This was a great book right up until the end. The last bit of the book felt rushed and incongruous

with the rest of the series. I won't put any spoilers in here, but the actions of certain people at the

end of the book don't fit with how their characters have been built up, and Mahan reacts slower than

he ever has. I'm still looking forward to the next book, and I loved the majority of this one (thus the

three stars) but I hated the end of this book. I hope the next book salvages the situation and Mahan



starts dishing out some pain.

OMG!!! I was like NNNNNOOOOOO!!!!! Through the ipad down and stomped off.SPOILERS! I loved

this series and had been waiting to see what Mahan would get to do withthe castle. I did NOT see

this ending coming. At lest not on that kind of scale. How can some one survive that? On the one

hand he could never go back, now that hes out. But on the other, since they treat in-game money

the same as RL money. He can literally make hundreds of thousands of $ a day in-game. VS being

a ex-con that is jobless and probably homeless by now.To me, since they kept saying "its just a

game" and everything we did is all legal in here. I say that Mahan needs to go back and go all "Dark

Side" on their arses!! He needs to take everthing that they love in the game, and gind them to dust.

First, let me say that the plot in this book was masterfully done. I am very interested to see where

the story goes from here given the turning point arrived at by the end. That said, I did find it gave me

plot whiplash in the last few chapters, which is something an author should not do too often. I still

recommend this series, as it is quite good. I can only hope that the betrayers get their just rewards

in the next book.

Best book in the series so far. Russian LitRPG, which don't get me wrong I enjoy immensely,

always shows the main character as a super hero by the end of the first book. Every good thing that

can happen, happens to them; legendary this, epic that, unique quests, rewards, skills. Finally,

something bad, really devastating, happened. Now, we can see Mahan rise from the ashes and get

his revenge. I can't wait to read more!

*WARNING!! THESE ARE ALL SPOILERS!!*If Mahan doesn't become a God and kills everyone

respomsible for his sadness and heartbreak then someones not doing their job. The book is great

until the very end when he loses everything and basically decides to leave the game forever. Super

sad cliff hanger since he was set up from the beginning and the person who he thought loved him

back already had a daughter and husband who both just wanted to have access to the Tomb and

become rich and famous, stepping on whoever got in their way, including Mahan. I really hope book

six involves none of those "bad guys" getting the treasure or power due to the fact you need the

Chess set creator or something and since Mahan just left the game no one would be able to get it. I

hope it so because that would excellent Karma to those jerks. And who knows, maybe the A.I

creator will download his brain into the game or something making him a god. (Really hope that



happens).

Naked good book in the series showing Mahan in his glory. That is of getting interesting rewards,

missing quests and trying to build his clan.Oh, and the massive twist at the end, didn't quite see all

of that coming. Looking forward to the next English version

Book 5 is full of exciting moments and surprises. The ending will bring out anger in you. Not

because the book is bad, but the story is so good that make you feel for the main character. All and

all, I highly recommend this series to everyone who love litrpg genre.

To the Author: When will Book 6 be expected to be translated and published?Excellent read,

although it does get a little silly in the middle, but the mask of intrigue was lifted a bit sharply at the

end. In the end I was entertained by this book, which is all that matters to me.
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